
THE LANDING PAGE
The Entry-Point of Your “Napkin”



The Landing Page Checklist



1.	  A%en(on-‐ge,ng	  headline

2.	  Graphic	  of	  lead	  magnet

3.	  Horizontal	  opt-‐in	  bar

4.	  Compelling	  short-‐form	  copy

5.	  “Clickable”	  images

6.	  Compelling	  cap(ons	  under	  each	  
lead	  magnet	  component

7.	  Below-‐fold	  opt-‐in	  form

Important	  Elements: 1 2
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Important Elements

8.	  Privacy	  Policy	  and	  TOS
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Importance Of Eye Path

Forget	  copy!	  
The	  pictures	  
tell	  the	  story...



Rule #1: Less Is More



Like…A Lot Less…



Gotta Give Credit Where Credit Is Due…



The “Fool-Style” Landing Page

43% OPT-IN RATE  
(COLD TRAFFIC)



55.35% Conversion Rate 54.95% Conversion Rate

60.34% Conversion Rate53.68% Conversion Rate

Examples: Fool-Style Landing Pages



Our Latest Control…

SOURCE: http://www.digitalmarketer.com/lp/ultimate-social-media-swipe-file/ 

http://www.digitalmarketer.com/lp/ultimate-social-media-swipe-file/


Another Variation…



KEEP IT SIMPLE!
A great Lead Magnet can save a bad Landing 

Page, but a great Landing Page will never 
make a bad Lead Magnet convert…



BRANDING
To Brand Your Landing Page or NOT 
To Brand Your Landing Page…	

!

…That Is The Question



Branding Considerations

LONG-FORM 
SQUEEZE PAGE  

(BRANDED)



Branding Considerations

LONG-FORM 
SQUEEZE PAGE  
(UN-BRANDED)



“Bookend” Your Branding

BRAND

“FACE”



REVERSE SQUEEZE
The Reverse-Squeeze Case Study 
Opt-In Method Explained



Step 1: Useful But Incomplete “Proof” Video

SOURCE: http://fbadpower.com/case-study

http://fbadpower.com/case-study


“I want to show you a cool strategy we deployed 
over at Facebook that not only boost our 

engagement considerably but also generated a good 
number of opt-ins totally for free…”

Start Off With A Bold Promise…



“…it had been flat for a while, but you can see 
when we implemented what he told us to do just a 
couple days ago [our engagement] skyrocketed…”

Show Proof In The First 90 Seconds…



“…we gave away a $25 gift card…”

Give “Useful But Incomplete” Content…



“I want to show you the results we got and then in the next video I’ll 
show you exactly what we did it…” (1:04)

Hint At Part 2 Throughout The First Video…

“There’s a right way and a wrong way to do this and in the next video 
I’ll show you exactly how to do it…” (1:20)

“…now in the next video I’ll show you some other ways that you can 
find even cooler things to give away than this and have someone else 

do all the fulfillment…” (1:39)

“…as you’ll see in the next video you don’t have to spend anywhere 
near that…” (4:15)

“…I’m going to break it all down in the next video…” (4:22)



“…we decided to deploy this in another market…”

The More Proof The Better…



“…I’ll cover all that in the next video, so scroll 
down, register, and we’ll get the next video over to 

you right away…

Close With A Call To Opt-In For Part 2…



Step 2: Show Them “How” (Meaningful Specifics!!)

SOURCE: http://fbadpower.com/strategy-revealed

http://fbadpower.com/strategy-revealed


“…we have put together the definitive training on Facebook 
advertising. It’s called Facebook Ad Power,  and if you scroll 
down below you should see a link where you can get more 

information about this training…

Reveal the Offer (Pop Hidden Button)



Tease Them a Little More…

“…if you like this trick, just know it isn’t 
even close to the coolest one you’ll learn 

when you get inside Facebook Ad Power…”



Make a Clear Call-To-Action

“…go ahead and scroll down below to get 
some additional information about the 

program and get signed up. I hope you do it. I 
hope you get on the inside because this stuff 

works…”



Step 3: Send Them To Sales Message

SOURCE: http://fbadpower.com/casestudy/index2.php

http://fbadpower.com/casestudy/index2.php


Test A Version Video On Your Blog…

SOURCE: http://digitalmarketer.com/fb-contest/

vs.

http://digitalmarketer.com/fb-contest/

